Insight, symptoms and neurocognition in bipolar I patients.
Level of insight and its relationship to clinical variables and neurocognitive functions was assessed in bipolar I patients. Verbal memory, executive functioning, sustained attention, general intelligence and other neurocognitive functions were compared between 37 chronic in- and outpatients and 31 matched normal controls. Detailed psychiatric interviews were completed to define the level of symptomatology and psychosocial functioning. Insight was assessed by the Scale to Assess Unawareness of Mental Disorder (SUMD). Seventy percent of the patients were classified as having impaired insight. Prevalence of impaired insight was 47% and 94% in remitted and symptomatic patients, respectively. Symptomatic patients scored significantly below remitted patients on insight and neurocognition. Illness and symptom unawareness were related to overall level of symptoms, measures of memory, conceptual ability and right hand psychomotor speed and accuracy. Misattribution of symptoms and signs was correlated to visuomotor speed and visuospatial performance in addition to affective symptoms and thought disturbance. Our findings support the hypothesis that impaired insight and other neurocognitive dysfunctions were present in a large percentage of cases among symptomatic as well as remitted bipolar patients. This may be of clinical relevance and raises important questions about the course and outcome of the illness.